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Outline

Market participants, from asset managers and traders to private
consumers, analyze, monitor, and predict central banking
decision making.

I How central banks and governments think, behave, and
implement policies to reach their goals?

I What are economic rationales for policy prescriptions to
reach their corresponding objectives?

I How are these policies actually implemented by the Federal
Reserve (Fed) and the Bank of Israel (BoI) today and in the
last decades?

I How and why the Fed and the BoI set their current and past
policies, and which theories back these decisions?

I Why and how Covid-19 changed the game?
I Future perspectives in central banking.
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General View: Objectives:

I Each central bank (CB) has its own mandates, objectives,
and instruments to fulfill these objectives.

I Gold rule: Independence, Transparency, and Credibility.2

I What are the mandates?
I What are the most common objectives for a CB?
I Which instruments are available?

2The BoI conventional monetary policy did not change a lot during the last
decades, except in its decision making processes with the BoI Law (2010).
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General View: Objectives and Targets

I Instruments ⇒ Indicators ⇒ Targets ⇒ Objectives
I Objectives/Goals

1. Price stability
2. Economic growth
3. High employment
4. Interest-rate stability
5. Stability of financial markets
6. Stability of foreign exchange markets

I Targets/Intermediate Targets

1. Monetary aggregates (M1, M2, M3, etc.)
2. Short (and long) run interest rates
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General View: Targets and Instruments

I Indicators/Operational Targets

1. Monetary base or high-powered money (i.e., money supply
under the CB control)

2. Short run interest rate (rate on treasury bill, overnight rate)

I Instruments/Tools

1. Open market operations
2. Reserve requirements
3. Operating band for overnight rate
4. Bank rate
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Definition of Money and the CB
I Fungible: Units of relatively uniform quality ⇒
interchangeability

I Payment and settlement systems, credibility.

I Durable: Physical character, durable enough ⇒ future
exchanges; reused multiple times.

I Money issuer, money creation control, credibility.

I Portable: Divisible into small quantities ⇒ people appreciate
its original use value; conveniently carried or transported.

I Money value stability/Inflation control.

I Recognizable: Authenticity and quantity readily ascertainable
to the users ⇒ eases terms of an exchange agreement.

I Money issuance and credibility.

I Stable: Value that people place on it in terms of the other
goods/currency they are willing to trade ⇒ relatively
constant or increase over time.

I Intrinsic value control, exchange rate markets.
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Functions of Money and the CB

I Medium of exchange
I Replace barter, reduce transaction costs.
I Payment and settlement systems

I Unit of Account
I Assign exact prices.
I Money supply; Money value stability

I Store of Value
I Saving or engaging in future transactions.
I Price stability

I Standard of Deferred Payment
I Credit and debt.
I Interest rate; Banking supervision
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Other Definitions

I Growth
I GDP, unemployement, etc.

I Inflation
I GDP deflator/CPI
I General prices/Prices of a basket.

I Interest Rate
I Lender/borrower.
I Banking rates vs interbank rates
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Financial Stability

I A condition whereby the financial system is able to withstand
shocks without giving way to cumulative processes impairing
the:

I allocation of savings to investment opportunities.
I processing of payments in the economy.

I Monetary policy ⇐⇒ Financial stability.
I Price stability ⇒ sound investment and sustainable growth
⇒ financial stability.

I Financial stability ⇒ monetary stability in the long run.
I Inflation and deflation ⇒ detrimental to financial stability
I Price stability not a suffi cient condition for financial
stability.

I Achieving price stability ; central banks can ignore financial
stability.
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Communication

I Interest rate announcement
I Minutes
I Speeches
I Press releases, interviews, etc.
I Examples

I Lender of last resort
I Forward guidance.
I Whatever it takes
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BoI Tasks

I The BoI :
I Sets and conducts monetary policy.
I Holds and manages the country’s foreign exchange reserves.
I Regulates and supervises the banking system 6= BoF.
I Advises the government on economic matters 6= Fed.
I Provides banking services to the government.
I Operates a system of information and statistics on the
country’s economy.

I Regulates the country’s payment and settlement systems.
I Issues the country’s currency (banknotes and coins) 6= BdF.

I The BoI is independent and follows the BoI Law.
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BoI Functions

I Protect the local currency’s value (price stability).
I Assuming price stability is not undermined in the long run:

I Support growth, employment, and the narrowing of social
gaps.

I Support stability and proper activity of the financial system.

I Maintaining the value of money is important for:
I economic stability and strength.
I creating the conditions necessary for the continued growth of
output and employment.

I The prices reflect the value of money we need to pay for
goods and services (cf. above).

I Price increases (inflation) reduce the value of money, as the
same amount of money can buy less.
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Deepening: Israeli Economy

I MOISE: A DSGE Model for the Israeli Economy, Argov,
Barnea, Binyamini, Borenstein, Elkayam, and Rozenshtrom
(BoI WP #2012.06, 2012).

I A growth strategy for the Israeli economy, Eckstein,
Lifschitz, and Menahem-Carmi (Foreign Policy at
Brookings, 2020).

I Money and monetary policy in Israel during the last
decade, Benchimol (Journal of Policy Modeling, 2016).
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Money and Financial Stability
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Money’s Role
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Comparison of output and inflation DSGE forecast errors. Model with
money is better when the bar is positive; Model without money is better
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BoI Instruments: Conventional (1)

I Monetary loans and deposits window
I monetary loans (against collateral) available to banks: above
the headline BoI interest rate.

I monetary deposits at the BoI: below the headline interest rate.

I Short-term loans (Makam)
I Short-term securities (up to one year) issued by the BoI to
affect the interest rate in the money market.

I Makams are issued to the general public, with a rate of
return determined by the market.

I These yields may indicate the public’s inflation expectations
and expectations of changes in monetary policy.
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BoI Instruments: Conventional (2)
I Repurchase agreement (Repo)

I Standard repo, BoI:
1. sells, possibly by auction, government bonds and Makams to
banks and financial institutions.

2. repurchases them after one week at a predefined price.
I Reverse repo, BoI:

1. purchases government bonds and Makams from the banks
and financial institutions

2. sells them back after one week at a pre-set price.
I In the latter case, the amount paid by the BoI for those
securities serves to increase liquidity in the economy.

I The spread between the prices at which the BoI buys the
securities and sells them back represents the interest.

I Most important tools used by CBs in many advanced
economies to conduct monetary policy.

I Open market operations
I To provide liquidity, the BoI purchases and sales in the
secondary market various types of government bonds for
various maturities.
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Foreign Exchange Reserves
I BoI holds and manages the foreign exchange reserves to
provide liquidity in foreign currency when it is needed, such as
to:

I finance the repayments of the country’s debt;
I pay for exceptional government expenditure on imports at
times of emergency;

I provide liquidity in a financial crisis;
I be sold as necessary in the course of conducting monetary
policy.

I The appropriate level of foreign exchange reserves is also
important from the aspect of the international standing of the
economy.

I In managing the reserves, the BoI objectives are:
I maintaining a high level of liquidity;
I minimizing the various financial and credit risks;
I maintaining the purchasing power of the reserves and
obtaining an adequate return on the investments.
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Foreign Currency Stability

I Foreign currencies are traded between banks and their
customers and between the banks themselves.

I The BoI:
I publishes representative exchange rates of the shekel against
other currencies every foreign currency trading day,3 based on
the market rates sometime before the announcement.

I analyzes developments in foreign exchange, domestic bond,
and securities markets.

I collects and processes information on trading in those
markets and constructs indices that enable it to examine
whether the financial markets are stable and operating properly.

3Indicator of the rate prevailing in the market without legally binding
significance.
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Banking System and Supervision

I The public deposits most of its monetary savings in the
banks, which use that money to borrow to businesses and
households.

I The public’s bank accounts are used to implement most
payments made in the economy, including foreign currency
activities.

I The need to regulate and supervise the banking system
arises from the:

I vital role that the banking system plays,
I recognition that the public’s money must be protected,
I fact that a banking system failure is likely to affect the
functioning of the economy and those who deposited their
money in the banks.
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Banking System and Risks

I Supervising the stability of the banking corporations to:
I Avoid excess risks to their stability and protecting depositors’
money.

I Ensuring that the banking corporations are managed properly.
I Maintaining fairness in bank/customer relations.

I Inspections and assessments for each bank’s activity.
I Contagion, lender of last resort, and bank runs concepts.
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Other Tasks

I Economic Advisor
I The BoI is one of the rare CBs in the developed world to
advise the government on economic matters.

I Payment and Settlement Systems
I Monitoring, regulating, and ensuring stable payments and
settlements.

I Data and Statistics
I Managing systems of information and statistics on Israel’s
economy.

I Money Printing
I Issuing currency, regulating and guiding the cash system in
the economy.
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Theory with a Toy Model

I IS curve

ỹt = Et [ỹ t+1]−
1
σ
(it −Et [πt+1]− rnt ) (1)

I Phillips curve
πt = βEt [πt+1] + κỹt (2)

where κ = (1−θ)(1−βθ)
θ Θ

(
γ+ φ+α

1−α

)
I How to derive? Click here.
I Two equations, three unknowns, two possibilities: ad-hoc or
optimal it .
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Monetary Policy Rules

1 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rππt + ry (yt − ypt )] + r4y (4yt −4ypt )
2 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rππt + ry (yt − ypt )]
3 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [r ∗t + rππt + ry (yt − ypt )]
4 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rππt + ry4yt ]

5 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rn (πt +4yt −4ypt )] + r4y (4yt −4ypt )
6 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rn (πt +4yt −4ypt )]
7 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [r ∗t + rn (πt +4yt −4ypt )]
8 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rn (πt +4yt )]

9 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rn (pt + yt − ypt )] + r4y (4yt −4ypt )
10 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rn (pt + yt − ypt )]
11 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [r ∗t + rn (pt + yt − ypt )]
12 it = ρit−1 + (1− ρ) [rn (pt + yt )]
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Optimal Policy

I Microfounded welfare loss measure derived from the
second-order approximation of the behavioral household’s
utility:

W =
1
2

E0

∞

∑
t=0

βt
(

π2t +
wx
wπ
x2t

)
(3)

I wπ =
ε
Θ

θ
(1−βθ)(1−θ)

,

I wx = γ+ φ+α
1−α .
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Commitment: Analytical Solution

I The central bank:
I Credible + Able to commit to a policy plan ⇒ stabilization.
I Chooses a path for the output gap and inflation over the
infinitely lived horizon to minimize the welfare loss.

I CB problem FOCs (Lagrange multiplier: ϕt )

πt + ϕt − ϕt−1 = 0 (4)

wx
wπ
xt − κϕt = 0 (5)

I Solution:
pt = −

wx
κwπ

xt (6)

I Price level targeting is optimal according to this theoretical
framework 6= practice 6= ad-hoc rules.
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Deepening

I Goals/Objectives 6= Targets
I Central bank losses and monetary policy rules: a DSGE
investigation, Banchimol and Fourçans (International
Review of Economics and Finance, 2019).
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https://scholar.harvard.edu/jbenchimol/publications/central-bank-losses-and-monetary-policy-rules-dsge-investigation
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Decision Process in Practice
1. Agent Behavior

- What’s happening in domestic and foreign economies?
- Political situation, financial stability, markets, etc.

2. Agent Expectations
- What markets, experts, rates (etc.) expect? Ex: Inflation
Expectations.

- Domestic and foreign data (structured or not), surveys, etc.

3. Research
- Analyze 1 and 2 to build scenarios and provide
recommendations. Ex: Staff Forecasts.

- Address research questions today on what may become
tomorrow’s potential issues.

- Produce policy-relevant academic-level research.

4. Monetary Policy Committee (MPC)
- Processes 1, 2, and 3 to support decisions.

5. Governor
- Decides according to 1, 2, 3, and mainly 4.
- Discusses with MPC, ministries, and government. 28 / 47



Monetary Policy Effectiveness

I Why is it important?
I How monetary policy transmits?
I Transmission channels
I What can harm/improve monetary policy?

I (Private) Bank risk aversion
I CB Independance
I CB Transparency
I CB Credibility
I CB Communication
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Benchimol and Bozou (2020)
Households Production

Banking

Patient 
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Note: the red flash denotes the agent-specific relative risk aversion shock.



Estimated Risk Aversion



Fed Communication
Lexical diversity (TTR) Complexity (FK Grade) Readability (FK Ease)

Syllables/Sentences Uncertainty (Loughran) Litigious (Loughran)

Sentiment (Loughran) Sentiment score Sentiword

Hu and Liu Jockers NRC

The higher the number of words, the larger the bubbles.
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Topic Analysis: Fed
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BoI Communication
Lexical diversity (TTR) Complexity (FK Grade) Readability (FK Ease)

Syllables/Sentences Uncertainty (Loughran) Litigious (Loughran)

Sentiment (Loughran) Sentiment score Sentiword

Hu and Liu Jockers NRC

The higher the number of words, the larger the bubbles.
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Topic Analysis: BoI
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Deepening

I Bank of Israel Monetary Policy Report
I Bank of Israel Financial Stability Report
I De Jure, De Facto, and Desired Independence: The
Bank of Israel as a Case Study, Cukierman (OUP, 2007)

I Measuring Communication Quality in the Bank of
Israel’s Interest Rate Announcements, Benchimol and
Caspi (Selected Research Analyses, 2019)

I Forecast Performance in Times of Terrorism, Benchimol
and El-Shagi (Economic Modelling, 2020).
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https://www.boi.org.il/en/MonetaryPolicy/MonetaryPolicyReports/Pages/Default.aspx
https://www.boi.org.il/en/Research/RegularReports/Pages/FinancialStabilityReports.aspx
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Unconventional Monetary Policy

I Unconventional monetary policy occurs when tools other than
changing the policy interest rate are used.

I These tools include:
I Negative interest rates.
I Extended liquidity operations.
I Asset purchases (quantitative easing).
I Communication (forward guidance).
I Side effects.
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Quantitative Easing

I Method to quickly increase the domestic money supply and
spur economic activity.

I CB purchases longer-term government bonds, as well as other
types of assets, such as mortgage-backed securities (MBS).

I In response to the economic shutdown caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Fed:

I announced a quantitative easing plan of over 700USD billion
(March 15, 2020).

I extended its program, committing until further notice to
buy at least (June 10, 2020).

I 80USD billion a month in Treasuries.
I 40USD billion in mortgage-backed securities.
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Negative Interest Rate

I Pro and Cons.
I Shadow rate and ZLB.
I Why would savers pay banks to accept deposits?
I Negative rates work?
I What are the risks? Japan, liquidity trap...
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Helicopter Money

I Today’s view (debt-financed).
I Friedman view (money-creation financed).
I What have been done?
I What can be done?

I Innovative idea? Work in progress.
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Monetary Policy and Financial Stability

I Reduce BoI’s interest rate to 0.1%.
I Securing liquidity

I Supply Shekel liquidity to institutions.
I Liquidity of up to 15USD billion in the FX market.

I Quantitative easing
I Purchase 50NIS billion of government bonds. Expanding the
program by 35NIS billion.

I Acquisition of corporate bonds up to 15NIS billion.

I Conditional loans
I Extend 14NIS billion of loans to banks contingent on
providing credit to SMEs.

I Supply loans to banks at a -0.1% rate contingent on providing
credit to SMEs at a limited rate ⇒ Dual rate.
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Banking, Credit and Payments

I Credit regulatory easing
I Defer loans of about 10USD billion.
I Facilitate credit expansion and deferrals.

I Bank regulatory easing:
I Reduction of leverage ratio requirements.
I Reduction of capital requirements and halt dividends.

I Suspending restrictions due to bouncing checks.
I Increase digitalization and remote banking services.
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Economic advice to government

I Fiscal policy advising
I Assist in advancing fiscal and economic plans to aid in the
Covid-19.

I Economic analysis
I Provide economic and industry analyses.

I Communication
I Increased frequency of publication of macroeconomic
forecasts for economic activity.

I Policymaking
I Policy steps to minimize the adverse economic impact.
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Deepening

I Optimal monetary policy under bounded rationality,
Benchimol and Bounader (IMF WP 2019).

I Text Mining Methodologies with R: An Application to
Central Bank Texts, Benchimol, Kazinnik and Saadon
(2020)
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Why Economic Research?

I Why are CBs doing research?
I Why is economic research at an academic level key?
I Doing research

I Contributes to the public debate.
I Provides solutions.
I Helps policymakers.
I Helps households and firms.
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Discussion

I The future of monetary policy
I When the unconventional becomes the norm?

I The future of central banking
I Central bank digital currency (CBDC).
I Climate goals?

I Fintechs and the future of traditional banks.
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Thanks

Thank you for your attention

I Comments
I Papers: JonathanBenchimol.com
I Email: jonathan@benchimol.name

I Social
I Twitter: @Benchimolium
I LinkedIn: Linkedin.com/in/Benchimol/
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